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NEXT MEETING – THURSDAY, March 13, 2002 – RUSH STREET GRILL
Minutes of the ABCS Meeting
For February 13, 2003
By Greg Bowman

ael Bright, President, conducted the
meeting. 20 Members and 2 guests
were in attendance. There were two
British cars in attendance: both MGBs.

G

Gael introduced the guests
and reminded members to
renew their dues of $15
for 2003.

B

ruce Harr gave a wonderful program on
his Miraculous Miniature Machines.
Bruce builds primarily hit and miss
engines (with a Redwing and John Deere
displayed) which while less than a cubic foot in
total size actually run and look just like the real
thing. His attention to detail was incredible.
Bruce estimated that he had about 1200 hours
in building one engine. Bruce shared his
experience from the national show in which
one modeler built a working RollsRoyce/Merlin V-12 with a triple stage
supercharger.

T-Shirts, Hats and Sweatshirts
can also be purchased from Al.
Gael then shared the business from
the Board of Directors meeting and asked for
submission of ideas on setting up a Tech
Support group to help members.

B

ud Shinall, Drives Chairman, announced
that the first drive is tentatively scheduled
for March.
Bud also announced a
proposed overnight for the end of August on
the Blue Ridge Parkway, to the Peaks of the
Otter.
Members were asked to pass along tech
articles and other items of interest for the
newsletter to Eddie Penland.

The winner of the drawing was Paul Kern who
received some Grease Control and a travel
mug.

Upcoming Events:
Cruise-In in Jonesboro on Mother’s Day
weekend (Fri, Sat, & Sun);
Townsend Gathering May 3;
British V8 Convention in Townsend May 1-3;
Drive Your British Car Week Gathering at
Gourmet & Co. May 28.

Colonial Vintage British Car Club 2003 car show will be held "On the Green" at beautiful Walsingham
Academy, 1100 Jamestown Road, Williamsburg, VA on Saturday March 15, 2003 rain or shine.

Adjusting Your Carburetors
Extracted
from
earlier
articles
by
Scott Fisher, Roger Garnett, Ken Streeter,
and other contributors.
The Vintage Triumph Register
http://www.vtr.org/
1. Basic Adjustment Strategy

T

he trick to tuning Skinners Union (SU) or
Zenith Stromberg (ZS) carbs is to understand
that there are two things you need to get right: the
air flow, and the fuel mixture.
While they are interconnected,
they are also independent,
and need to be measured and
adjusted independently. SU
carbs were used on the early
Triumphs, while ZS carbs were
used on the later ones. Either
type of carb can be found on
TR4s. The design of each is
quite similar; thus adjustment is
performed in the same manner for either type. If
you would like to read more detailed information
about how your SU or ZS carbs work, there are
excellent Haynes manuals for each of these
carburetors.
Special Tools
•

•

You will probably need to arrange to buy or
borrow a Unisyn flow meter. The Unisyn is
the usual gauge for getting the airflow
balanced between the two carbs. This
costs about $20 and is simple to use. It
consists of an adjustable opening (same
size circumference, but with a disc on a
threaded rod that you can screw tighter or
looser) that you use to set the level of a
little float that rises or falls in a glass tube
at the side of the gauge.
For the fuel mixture, one helpful device is
called the Gunson ColorTune (maybe
ColourTune, as it's a British co.). This is a
spark plug with a crystal pressure- and
heat-resistant window in it that lets you see
into the combustion chamber while the

•

motor is running. The color of the flame
indicates the mixture richness. It costs
about $40, and while it's not absolutely
essential, it makes life so much easier that
it's worth the cost.
If you don't have a Gunson, the standard
directions
are
included
here
for
determining correct mixture (step 4 of the
Adjusting Mixture procedure).
For some ZS carbs, you will need a special
mixture adjusting tool. This is a special
two-part wrench that is inserted through
the top of the carburetor to adjust the
metering needle while preventing the air
valve from rotating within the carburetor.

Terminology
To tune SU or ZS carbs, first locate the following
components:
• Throttle linkage nuts. These are the things
that connect the throttle linkage (the bar
connected to your foot through whatever
means your car uses, cables or rods) to
the carburetors' throttle levers.
• Throttle stop screws. These set the idle
speed for each carb, and are located
typically behind the dashpot, near the
connection of the throttle linkage.
• Mixture adjusting nut. On early SU carbs,
this is the lower of the two nuts at the very
bottom of the carburetor. Later SU
carburetors of the HIF type have integral
float chambers, on which the mixture is
adjusted by turning a screw. Some ZS
carbs do not have adjustable mixture. ZS
carbs that do allow mixture adjustment
either You'll need to experiment (and I
explain how) to see which way makes this
richer and which way makes it leaner.
• Lifting pins. (SU carbs only) These are little
wobbly metal pins under the dashpot.
When you push up on the pin, it raises the
piston in the dashpot. Find these; they're
crucial if you don't have a Colortune. If you
don't have them, can't find them, or have a
ZS carb, you can raise the piston with a

Why do we say something is out of whack? What is a whack?
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•

Flat-bladed screwdriver pushed down the
throat of the carb and twisted or levered to
lift the piston.

•

The bridge. This is the part inside the
carburetor, where the gas jet opens into
the airstream. You'll see a needle inside
the jet, and the jet itself should be a few
fractions of an inch down from the bridge
itself. The jet is the brass tube that sits in
the center of the bridge, with a tapered
needle poking down into it.
The choke linkage nuts. Comparable to the
throttle linkage nuts (and usually the same
size), but on the linkage that goes between
the choke cable and the mixture
adjustment mechanism. They make sure
that both carbs are enriched when you pull
on the choke. Your car may have no choke
linkage, but a split choke cable, which
connects to each carb, in which you, can
forget about these...

•

2. Before You Even Touch the Carbs!
Start with the engine warmed up to operating
temperature and perform your standard ignition
tune-up (points gap, timing, spark plug gap, new
condenser, etc.) first. All of these things can affect
the setting of the carbs, which should be adjusted
last, if at all! After being properly set, the carbs
should rarely need further adjustment. If you've
got timing light and a dwell meter, you can verify
the ignition components independent of the way
the car is running. When it's warm, shut the motor
off and remove the air filters.
Of course, it helps if the carbs are in good
mechanical condition as well. But you can
consider a rebuild once you have gotten things
working first!
3. Balancing The Air Flow
If your car has multiple carburetors, the airflow
needs to be balanced amongst all carbs before
the mixture is adjusted. If you have only one carb
on your car, you can proceed directly to mixture
adjustment!
1. Begin by balancing the airflow. To do this, first
loosen the throttle linkage nuts. Leave them
connected, just loosen them half a turn or so.

2. Back out the throttle stop screws till you can
see that they are just touching the throttle stop.
Then open each carburetor (that is, lower the
throttle stop screw) 1-1/2 turns of the throttle stop
screw and start the engine. It will probably idle at
about 2000 RPM; don't worry.
3. Put the Unisyn over either carb and adjust the
orifice in the Unisyn till the little float at the side
rests at the middle of its graduated tube. (Prediagnostics: if the idle drops and the car wants to
die when you slap on the Unisyn, the carb is too
rich; if the idle soars upwards, it's too lean.) Hold
the Unisyn over the carb for only long enough to
see the level of the float, then remove it.
4. Place the Unisyn on each carburetor in turn to
check its flow, adjusting the throttle stop screws
until all carburetors register the same position on
the graduated tube of the Unisyn. (The float will
probably move either up or down in the tube,
which is why you want to center it in Step 3.)
When both carburetors flow the same amount of
air, tighten the throttle linkage nuts, adjusting for
the amount of free-play between the linkage and
the throttle stops that your manual calls for
(probably about 0.006"). Your goal should be to
achieve the lowest possible idle with both carbs
balanced and the engine running smoothly. (Note
that the idle speed will very probably rise as you
get the mixture correct.)
If you've taken more than five minutes to do this,
rev the engine to over 2500 RPM (assuming the
idle isn't already that high) for thirty seconds or so
to clear the spark plugs. Then adjust the mixture.
4. Adjusting The Mixture:
Note: in the following procedure, one "flat" is the
basic increment of adjustment, and refers to 1/6
of a turn of the mixture adjusting nut. This
corresponds to the flat faces on the nut.
These instructions are for ZS carbs or SUs with
separate float chambers. You will need to check
in your shop manual to see whether you turn the
mixture screw to the right or the left to make it
richer or leaner. (We may add the information
here some day...)
1. Shut the car off and loosen the choke linkage
nuts, if you have any to loosen!

How come abbreviated is such a long word?
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2. Adjust the mixture nuts (screws) fully lean.
Check your shop manual to make sure you are
adjusting them the right way!
3. Now enrichen each carb an equal amount -two full turns of the adjustment nuts (screws).
Then start the car.
Note: In the following step, you might want to
consider adjusting the carburetors one-half a flat
too lean, as the mixture will be enriched when you
put the air filters (which restrict air flow) on at the
end of the tuning process.
4. Raise the lifting pin (or use a screwdriver if you
don't have the pins) so that the piston rises no
more than 1/16". Listen to the engine's exhaust
note and compare it to the following conditions:
• If the exhaust note rises and stays high
until you drop the piston, this carburetor is
adjusted too rich. Adjust the mixture one
flat leaner, then repeat Step 4.
• If the exhaust note falls and the car sounds
as though it is going to stall, this carburetor
is adjusted too lean. Adjust the mixture one
flat richer, then repeat Step 4.
• If the exhaust note rises briefly and then
settles back down to something like the
original RPM level, this carburetor is set
correctly. When you have achieved this
setting for all carburetors, continue with
Step 5.
5. Tighten the choke linkage nuts, if applicable, so
that the choke cable will pull an equal amount on
both mixture nuts when you pull the knob.
6. At this time, I find I usually have to adjust the
idle again because getting the fuel mixture right
usually changes the idle speed. Since you know
you have the throttles synchronized, I normally
just adjust the idle without loosening the throttle
linkage. The easiest way is to screw one of the
screws out till it doesn’t' even touch the throttle
stop, then use the other to get the idle speed
right. When that's done, you can screw the other
stop screw down till it just touches the stop on
that carb and you're set.
7. Replace the air filters and go for a test drive!
5. Special Notes
SU and ZS carburetors are most fuel-efficient
when slightly lean, and provide the most power

when they are slightly rich. You can use this
knowledge to provide a certain amount of tuning
for the kind of driving you do. If you learn to read
spark plugs, you can get a basic idea of what your
engine's condition is and make fine adjustments
to the mixture nuts accordingly.
If you have a ColorTune, you simply install it in
place of one of the plugs, then adjust the
carburetor that feeds that cylinder (the front
carburetor for 1 & 2, the rear for 3 & 4). The
ColorTune will let you see the color of the flame.
White flashes mean too lean; yellow flame means
too rich. Blue (like a Bunsen burner) is correct,
and blue with a faint orangish tinge is the best for
power.
You can also modify your car's throttle response
characteristics slightly by adjusting the viscosity of
the oil in the dashpot damper. SU and ZS carbs
are set up so that a thicker oil will resist the
piston's attempt to rise in the dashpot for just long
enough that the engine's increased load (when
the throttle is opened) will pull more fuel across
the bridge; this enriches the mixture and
temporarily bumps power up to help the engine
achieve higher speed more readily. For light
damping, Marvel Mystery Oil is excellent, engine
oil can be used for heavier damping.
If you modify your engine, you will probably need
to modify your needles, as it is the needle profile
that determines the mixture curve for different airfuel loads.
If you experience uneven idle, hunting or an idle
that changes (rises or falls) as the engine's
temperature climbs or drops, you probably have
vacuum leaks. The most serious fault on most old
carbs is wear in the throttle shaft area. To test for
this, spray some carburetor cleaner on the
outside of the throttle shaft; carburetor cleaner is
non-combustible, and if the engine speed drops, it
means some of this is getting into the air stream
from outside the carburetor. You may also have
leaks from the manifolds, from tubing such as the
vacuum advance line to the distributor (if fitted), or
from other places; the carb cleaner trick works
well for locating those leaks as well.
Other problems that SU and ZS carbs experience
involve dirt in the dashpot and occasionally in the
float chamber. The dashpot is a precision piece of
machining that involves very close tolerances so
4

Why do "tug" boats push their barges?

that the piston doesn't stick or bind when it rises
and falls. A little grit between the piston and the
dashpot can make the car jerk and sputter. Take
the dashpot off, wipe the insides down with carb
cleaner and a lint-free, clean rag then reinstall it,
getting the screws down tight. Also, don't swap
the pistons between dashpots; they're matched to
one another so that the clearance between the
piston and the wall of the dashpot makes a tight
seal but permits easy rising and falling.
Dirt in the float bowl basically shuts off that
carburetor (or can make it flood open, depending
on whether the dirt is wedging the valve open or
closed). You can try rapping on the float bowl with
the handle of a screwdriver, but your best bet is to
take the cover off, clean out the valve fittings, and
reinstall everything, with a new fuel filter for good
measure.
Some older SU models also have adjustable
floats, in which you need to set the float height
(which basically equals the fuel level in the float
chamber) by bending a brass rod. These
carburetors were replaced in the mid-1960s with
carburetors that had fixed plastic floats that are
basically trouble-free unless abused. The stop at
the back of the floats can break if they are
installed badly, and the brass pin that holds them
in place can wear an oval hole in the float pivot.
New floats are fairly inexpensive and aren't a bad
idea if you're doing a rebuild.
Grose-Jets are very popular with some people
and a big pain for others. It appears -- and this is
just conjecture -- that Grose-Jets work best in
cars with adjustable floats. The standard failure
for Grose-Jets is to flood the carburetor.

Elected Officers For 2003
Gael Bright ..................... President
Ken Hampton ......... Vice President
Greg Bowman ................ Secretary
Al Bradley ....................... Treasurer

Committee Chairman
Driving Events ............. Bud Shinall
Programs.................. Allen Calcote
Web Page..................Herren Floyd
Newsletter .............. Eddie Penland

Funny Page
No matter how you feel about Gun Control, you
have got to love this comeback.
Marine Corps General Reinwald was interviewed
on the radio the other day and you have to read
his reply to the lady who interviewed him
concerning guns and children. Regardless of how
you feel about gun laws you've got to love this!!!!
This is one of the best comeback lines of all time.
It is a portion of a National Public Radio (NPR)
interview between a female broadcaster and US
Marine Corps General Reinwald who was about
to sponsor a Boy Scout Troop visiting his military
installation.
FEMALE INTERVIEWER: So, General Reinwald,
what things are you going to teach these young
boys when they visit your base?
GENERAL REINWALD: We're going to teach
them climbing, canoeing, archery, and shooting.
FEMALE INTERVIEWER: Shooting! That's a bit
irresponsible, isn't it?
GENERAL REINWALD: I don't see why, they'll be
properly supervised on the rifle range.
FEMALE INTERVIEWER: Don't you admit that
this is a terribly dangerous activity to be teaching
children?
GENERAL REINWALD: I don't see how. We will
be teaching them proper rifle discipline before
they even touch a firearm.
FEMALE INTERVIEWER: But you're equipping
them to become violent killers.
GENERAL REINWALD: Well, you're equipped to
be a prostitute, but you're not one, are you?
The radio went silent and the interview ended.
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Hey Jane, We’re thinking of you. Hope to see you at the meeting soon.

APPALACHIAN BRITISH CAR SOCIETY
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
NAME:______________________________

ADDRESS:_________________________________

CITY:______________________ STATE:____

ZIP:_________

SPOUSE’S NAME:________________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS:______________________________________
MODEL

HOME PHONE (____)____________
WORK PHONE (____)____________
DATE:____________________

CARS:

MAKE

#1
#2
#3

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

DUES ARE PRORATED ACCORDING TO
THE MONTH IN WHICH YOU JOIN:
January-March
April-June
July-September
October-December
All Renewals

YEAR

COLOR

Enclose payment with application and mail to:
Appalachian British Car Society
c/o Al Bradley, Treasurer
143 Stonewall Heights
Abingdon, VA 24210

$20.00
15.00
10.00
20.00 (includes following year’s dues)
15.00 (due February 28 of each year)

All meetings are held at 7:00 PM on the second Thursday of each month at the Rush Street Grill in
Kingsport, TN

ABCS / Eddie Penland
4547 Grace Dr.
Kingsport, TN 37664

TO:
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